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Updates from previous versions:
New Features:
1. In the V14 SI grid I added a second field to the Offset column. It is called "Filter" and displays the same
value as the filter popup. Also adjusted the offset change popup to include the filter field.

Bug Fixes:
1. When printing a graph to a text file on a PC with a foreign language as its default language, decimal
points are being written out as commas. When the user attempts to load the history file offline for
viewing MCS‐Connect does not understand the comma placement and throws and exception.
RESOLUTION ‐ When reading the offline history file in MCS‐Connect converts any found comma to a
decimal point when parsing the strings into floats. This works fine as there are no other commas
present in the history file.
2. The Damper internal frame information was not being saved in the Workspace XML files. This caused
this frame to use hardcoded values for location and size. RESOLUTION ‐ Added code to track the
Damper frame and save it in the xml file.
3. The Pump Capacity State columns background colors were changing incorrectly. This was due to the
background colors never being setup correctly from the beginning for this state array. RESOLUTION ‐
Verified the correct background colors for each state in the state array and added them to the
appropriate listener.
4. Changed The Load Software buttons text to read "Load Firmware" to match verbiage used in house
when discussing transmitting the .hex file.
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